A self-organizing map (SOM), i.e. a congenital clustering algorithm, has a high compression ratio and produces high-quality reconstructed images, making it very suitable for generating image compression codebooks. However, SOMs incur heavy computation particularly when using large numbers of training samples. Thus, to speed up training, this investigation presents an enhanced SOM (named LazySOM) involving a hybrid algorithm combining LBG, SOM and Fast SOM. The proposed algorithm has a low computation cost, enabling the use of SOM with large numbers of training patterns. Simulations are performed to measure two indicators, PSNR and time cost, of the proposed LazySOM.
Introduction
With the increasing popularity of the Internet in recent years, limitations of network bandwidth and storage space have led to image compression issues, the most important being how to generate an appropriate codebook. Vector quantization (VQ) is a well-known image compression method, with a high compression ratio [1] . For instance, an uncompressed image has gray level 8 bits/pixel. Compression using VQ with a vector size of 4×4 and a codebook size of 1024 generates a compressed image with low coding rate 0.625 bits/pixel.
Image compression schemes can be classed as lossy or lossless. VQ is a lossy compression approach [1] , [2] . Correlative researchers have developed several vector quantization methods, such as LBG [3] , SOM [4] - [7] and HSOM [8] , [11] , the most popular being SOM. Since SOM is a full search technique, it can find an impressive codebook for image reconstruction, but incurs a large computation effort, and has a time complexity of O(n). By contrast, LBG is a partitioning method, enabling it to discern an acceptable codebook rapidly. However, random initialization schemes often yield solutions based on local optima. In terms of codebook design, LBG performs less well than SOM, thus producing lower compressed image quality. However, LBG is easy to implement and has fast convergence, making it a common component of hybrid algorithms. Hence, the purpose of this investigation is to accelerate compressing process, and enhance or keep the image quality using a hybrid scheme.
These algorithms are described in the next section. Section 3 illustrates the proposed method. Section 4 depicts the simulation results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.
Related Works
This section introduces the basic concepts of VQ, describing the well-known VQ techniques, LBG and SOM, and outlining their merits and drawbacks are outlined. Finally, image quality measures are presented. Fig. 1 illustrates the image compression process in the neural network system. 
Vector Quantization
Vector Quantization, which is adopted mainly to design codebooks, is a widelyemployed lossy compression method that can decrease the compression rate and preserve good quality following compression. Fig. 2 depicts the coding process. An N ×N gray image is first divided into n×n blocks, forming a block set V, which is converted into code-vectors, as
. . ,CB k , where CB k indicates the k th code-vector in the codebook. A code-vector represents an index-value in the index-book. When transmitting images in the network, only the codebook and the index-book need to be transmitted, rather than the original image, thus lowering the storage space and time.
LBG
Linde Y., Buzo A. and Gray R.M. first developed the LBG algorithm, also called K-means, in 1980. LBG assigns code-vectors in the codebook by continuously comparing the distance between training dataset and centroid of cluster until the variant of average distortion is less than the pre-setting threshold. The simplicity of the LBG algorithm means that it can obtain the codebook efficiently. However, choosing an initial codebook randomly may cause the algorithm to fall into local optimum, possibly making the final result unstable. 
Self-Organizing Map
Kohonen proposed a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) for unsupervised neural networks in 1980. Although SOM is a competitive learning network, it is not based on "winner takes all". SOM utilizes the concept of "neighborhood", in which neurons neighboring the winning neuron are also activated. Fig. 3 displays the operation of "neighborhood" in SOM. In general, a Gaussian Function is performed to implement this concept. SOM usually produces better results than LBG. However, SOM takes a full search to compete with the training data set, so has a fairly high time complexity. Many elevated SOMs, such as the standard and advanced Fast SOM systems, try to decrease the large computation effort of SOM [8] , [9] . These schemes focus mainly on the initialization of the neural network. Restated, they are mapped in the initial phase, and decrease the length of training time. However, Fast SOM initializes the neural network by K-means. The time complexity of the initialization of Fast SOM is O (nkT ), where k represents the number of clusters, and T denotes the epoch of convergence. This approach raises the computation effort, particularly with many training patterns (Notably, Fast SOM was only designed for pattern recognition problem [9] ). Therefore, an improved Fast SOM algorithm with an efficient initialization scheme, called Advanced Fast SOM herein, was presented in 2002. The time complexity of initialization of Advanced Fast SOM is O (n). Although Advanced Fast SOM has more efficient initialization than Fast SOM. It adopt two-dimensional space, making it difficult to apply to high-dimensional data. However, Advanced Fast SOM still works when designing enhanced SOM for improved neural networks initialization.
Another Self-Organizing Map, Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (HSOM), was presented by Barbalho in 2001. The major advantage of HSOM is that it can reduce computation cost of SOM from O(n) to O (log n). However, it still has a deficiency, i.e. the number of neurons (split sub-maps) of HSOM is fixed. This way makes it easy to trap into local optima. Moreover, the data distribution of HSOM can not be mapped effectively.
The Measurement of Image Quality
Some objective measures are available to verify the quality of a compressed image. For instance mean square error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are typically used, and are formulated as follows.
The Proposed Algorithm
This work proposes an enhanced SOM that employs virtual patterns to accelerate the training process. The virtual patterns are estimated by LBG. The main feature of the proposed algorithm is that it does not utilize all true patterns to train neurons, but instead only employs by a few virtual patterns. The proposed approach reduces computation effort successfully, and thus is called LazySOM. Although it is named "Lazy", it was still found to be significantly faster than other tested algorithms, in particular the original SOM.
LazySOM has three main steps, called "Initial Phase", "Remapping Phase" and "Fine-tuned Phase". In phase 1, the 2-dimensional neural network was first estimated randomly, and further, virtual patterns were generated by LBG with ε=0.01, where ε denotes the variant of average distortion. This phase only requires a roughly mapped neural network as the initial solution. Hence, the size of ε in LBG is not a major issue. Furthermore, conventional SOM and virtual patterns were adopted to train neurons for 100 training epochs. Training was completed briskly due to the small number of virtual patterns. Fig. 4 depicts the training process of 2-dimensional data for SOM, Advanced Fast SOM and LazySOM. Fig. 4(i) shows the initialization of LazySOM, in which the data patterns distribution is mainly mapped into the "Initial Phase". In phase 2, the non-mapped neurons were found from 2-dimensional neural network and randomly assigned data vectors to them to avoid dilapidation. Notably, many neurons were wasted while neuron number is large enough in SOM system. Due to neural network approximate data distribution, the final phase, not only trains neurons based on true data patterns, but also only determines the winning solution in fewer training epochs than previous schemes. The final neurons were quickly obtained as the codebook at the end of phase three. Fig. 4(l) presents the final configuration of the neural network (LazySOM) with 10 training epochs.
The procedure of LazySOM algorithm can be described step by step below:
Step 1. Initialize parameters: T : training epoch, N ×N : neural array, k: number of cluster, η 0 : initial learning rate (η 0 > 0). Step 2. Estimate virtual patterns y k using LBG (ε=0.01).
Step 3. Train neural network for 100 training epochs by conventional SOM and virtual patterns. Set R = N and η = 1. Search the winner (w * ) by comparing the distance between virtual patterns (y k ) and neurons, as in Eqn. (3) .
In Eqn. (3), notation · represents the Euclidean distance. Weight adaptation: The weights of the neurons neighboring winner are adapted by Eqn. (4) .
Eqn. (5) derives the neighborhood function, where r : j − j * and R is the radius of neighborhood.
Step 4. Update parameters R and η, as follows:
Step 5. Repeat Steps 3-5 until training epoch is achieved.
Step 6. Search non-mapped neurons, and assign data patterns to them randomly. Set t =0, where t indicates the current epoch. Step 7. Update parameter η, as follows:
Step 8. Search winner (w * j ) by comparing distance between true patterns (x i ) and neurons, as in Eqn. (7) .
Only update the weight of winner w j * , as in Eqn. (8):
Step 9. Repeat Steps 7-8 until all patterns x i are trained.
Step 10. t = t + 1. IF t < T THEN goto Step7.
The LazySOM algorithm can be illustrated in detail as follows: 
Experiment and Analysis
The experiment comprising quality of compressed images and time cost of the presented LazySOM algorithm were demonstrated. The experiment was con- ducted in a Java-based program and ran on a desktop computer with 2GB RAM, an Intel T7300 2.0GHz CPU on Microsoft Windows XP professional operational system. Four gray Lena, Boat, Baboon and Peppers images were employed. Simulation results were calculated with the average of 30 rounds.
For fair comparison, the parameters of HSOM approach were set as in paper [8] . Moreover, the stopping threshold (ε) of LBG was set to 0.0001, while the training epoch was set to 200 (for conventional SOM). For our proposed LazySOM, the number of clusters, namely virtual patterns in codebook size≤512 and codebook size=1024 was set to 64 and 128 respectively. Learning rate in codebook size of 128, 256, 512 and 1024 was set to 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.7 respectively, while the training epoch was set to 30, 20, 20 and 10 respectively. Notably, Fast SOM and Advanced Fast SOM were only designed for pattern recognition problem, and they are not available for vector quantization. Hence, they were not shown in the experiment for comparison. Fig. 5 presents the original images involving Lena, Boat, Baboon and Peppers. The test block was 512×512, and the test codebook sizes were 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Moreover, the color level is gray level, i.e. RGB value is equivalent (3-color model). Table 1 summarizes the simulation results (PSNR and time cost) for LazySOM, LBG, SOM, HSOM and FastSOMs (including Advanced Fast SOM) using four gray Lena, Boat, Baboon and Peppers images with 128, 256, 512, and 1024 test codebook sizes. Notably, the left-hand side of the table indicates the PSNR comparisons, while the right-hand side of the table represents the time cost comparisons. Boldface depicts the best one, and N/A denotes not-available. For HSOM, N/A is caused by codebook setting in HSOM must be N 2 . Thus, only 256 and 1024 can be set. Moreover, Fast SOM adopts 2-dimensional concept to initialize neural network, making it difficult to apply to high-dimensional data. Notably, the authors (M. C. Su et al.) proposed it just for pattern recognition problem (not for VQ). Fig. 6 demonstrates the comparison of PSNR (in dB) and time cost (in second) for LazySOM, LBG, SOM and HSOM using four gray Lena, Boat, Baboon and Peppers images with 128, 256, 512, and 1024 test codebook sizes. It is observed that the proposed LazySOM can generate compressed image with best quality and has the lowest computation cost. Fig. 7 illustrates the system interface of the LazySOM image compressor, using a compressed image of Lena with a vector = 2×2 and codebook=64. Fig. 8 shows the compressed images of Lena, Boat, Baboon and Peppers generated by LazySOM with codebook size 1024 and vector 4×4. These images reveal that the compressed and original images look very similar to human eyes. These images, which have high quality images and low storage space, would probably be acceptable to most end user. For paper length limitation, there were only several figures and tables to demonstrate the compressed images and time cost.
Conclusion
LazySOM was found to be the fastest algorithm compared to the tested LBG, SOM and HSOM approaches, since it utilizes few virtual patterns to train the neural network, and only updates the weight of winner. The compressed image quality was slightly lower in LazySOM than in SOM with codebook ≤ 256. However, the difference was not significant, and LazySOM had a much lower computation effort than SOM. Particularly, training in LazySOM is fewer significantly than SOM. Furthermore, LazySOM with codebook=1024 had the highest PSNR. According to our simulation results, it is observed that the proposed LazySOM can generate a compressed image efficiently and with better quality than several existing well-known SOM related approaches.
